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Introduction
If it's big booties you seek, then 40 oz Bounce is the place to find them. Take a seat on a comfy couch
and call that big butt Ho on over. She'll be glad to park her phat ass on your face until you drift off into a
pussy-induced porn coma.  You'll never go hungry and you'll always go out with a bang!
  

Adult Review
The 40 oz Bounce plays no favorites.  As long as the starlet has got a nice thick booty she can bounce it up and down all she
wants.  There are XL fat-assed HOs of all different races and colors.  You�ll see thick ebony sista's, luscious Latina
princesses, and curvy white trash whores all flaunting their booties for your prurient pleasure.  The hardcore suck and fuck
action is sure to tickle your dick, and there�s a great emphasis on the whores being pounded hardcore from behind to show
you how much cushion they got for pushin'!<br />  <br />  The videos at 40 oz Bounce average 40 minutes in length and are
offered up in a bunch of different formats.  All are streamable as .flv files straight from your browser, and are also all
downloadable. The downloads are separated into 1 minute clips, longer multi-minute chunks, and full length scenes.  Once on
your PC, they�re yours to keep because no DRM is used. The highest resolution video format is 512 x 288, with new
episodes being added weekly.<br />  <br />  There are as many hiqh quality photo sets as videos at the 40 oz Bounce.  Every
episode comes with several hundred crystal clear pictures shot with high resolution digital cameras.  The sets do a good job of
mixing it up between sexy shots of the hos� big asses in various poses, before capturing close-ups of the hardcore booty
bouncing action.  Vidcaps are also available if you�d like to check out the movie before watching it.<br />  <br />  Signing
up for a monthly membership to the 40 oz Bounce costs $24.94.  As a monthly member, you�ll also be entitled to access the
rest of the porn sites you see to right side of this review.  Each of those XXX sites offer tons of exclusive hardcore content in
many different themes.  The network access is a great reason to give this site a shot for a month.  The only drawback is the
content is designed to focus too much on the network, so that navigation on each individual site becomes a chore. 

Porn Summary
The bitches at 40 oz Bounce got some phat ass booties that will make a brotha's head spin.  So crack open a beer, turn up the
stereo, and pump them rumps until the cocks crow "CUM!" in the ghetto.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Bodacious Bootys Bouncin' BigTime!'
Quality: 86  Updates: 85 Exclusive: 88 Interface: 84
Support: 85 Unique: 82    Taste: 84        Final: 84

Porn Sites Included
Deep Throat Love (93) ,Real Ex-Girlfriends (88) ,Freaks of Cock (86) ,18 Years Old (86) ,Euro Humpers (84) 

Porn Niches
Anal, Booty, Ebony, Exclusive, Hardcore, Interracial, PornStars

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $24.94 Preview: 3 Days for $4.95 Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 5,000 Videos: 31
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